teaching and playing the game. He would learn how to handle the golf shop, how to manage caddies, how to run tournaments, how to keep handicaps, how to repair and maintain golf clubs.

Lab work would be spent on the links where the student would be able to improve his game and learn the proper methods of teaching. What young golfer would object to lab work like that?

College Years for PGA

It might be a good idea for the PGA to apply these four years of college training to the five years of apprenticeship a young pro must now serve before becoming a full-fledged PGA member. That would leave him with a year of actual in-the-shop training to complete after he received his golf degree.

There are at least a dozen colleges in the nation already well equipped to institute such training. For instance, Minnesota, Michigan, Ohio, Louisiana State, Cornell, Stanford, North Texas State and others where there are college-owned and operated golf links and professionals coaching the golf teams.

Such a plan as this would not only help the young pro find a job; it would help the college draw more good players for their golf teams while opening a new type of college training that has been too long neglected.

Today there's many a young amateur with a sound game who expects to turn pro sooner or later. But his objective is an elusive one. He finds it difficult to train himself for his life's work, other than developing his game.

Let's send him to college where he can take a PGA-sponsored course. He'll come out a better pro for the club and for golf and the PGA will have a better member.

The golf course maintenance education available at Massachusetts State College and Pennsylvania State College, and in short "refresher" courses at other state agricultural colleges, has been tremendously valuable to golf in general and to the personnel in course maintenance. Pros have benefitted by adopting this idea and having pro department operating conferences in several states. They are significant advances in pro golf and show adjustment to modern conditions.

But obviously these sessions of a day or two are merely indications that the veteran master professionals who learned their business the hard way are keenly aware of the necessity of constant examination of professional operations in the golf business. To train men as professionals for the big days ahead in golf requires something along the line of the procedure of training for a Physical Education degree. And, furthermore, considerable schooling in business.

"My Greatest Day in Golf" Told By 51 to Darsie

"My Greatest Day in Golf" by Darsie L. Darsie published by A. S. Barnes & Co., 101 5th Ave., New York 3, 210 pages. $3. Darsie for many years golf editor of the Los Angeles Examiner and of the Herald and Express, tournament promoter, and a veteran insider in golf, has done a most interesting job in getting together the tales of 51 noted American men and women pros and amateurs on the days they regard as most historic in their respective golfing careers.

Darsie has provided exciting and informative material in writing the leads to the various testimonies. As the book unquestionably will become an oft-used reference work it's too bad that minor errors have slipped through. Such cases as reference to "Palms City" course at Tampa and "Glen Vardon" at Fort Worth in the Patty Berg and Bob Hamilton stories, respectively, are mildly disturbing examples. As entertainment the book is one that will be given very high rating by all readers. The yarns of Willie Hunter and Jimmy Thomson are choice specimens.

A SALES TALK BY REVOLTA

Where the pro must convincingly demonstrate his right to be regarded as the top man in golf goods merchandising is in the fitting and selling of clubs. He got into merchandising by making and selling clubs and balls. Now he must retain, extend and strengthen his position by knowing all there is known about the design and construction of clubs, fitting the clubs precisely to the buyer and telling the buyer why the clubs sold are the best suited to the buyer's game and purse. Johnny Revolta makes a sales talk an interesting and instructive story for Betty MacKinnon, a sweet and shining star of girl's golf.